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Description Stock #347516 - POPULAR ** COLUMBUS COMPASS 340 RKC ** GREAT OPEN
LAYOUT ** RESIDENTIAL STYLE ** READY TO GO !!THIS IS IT !!Step inside this
beautiful 2018 COLUMBUS COMPASS 340 RKC and enjoy this nice open
layout.The opposing slides in the main living area provide a residential-style
feel.The L-shaped rear kitchen layout is a dream kitchen for a cook/chef!A double
bowl sink, stove/oven, and microwave are on the rear wall, with counter space
and cabinet storage. The other wall has the residential-style refrigerator/freezer,
pantry, and a large counter extension for even more prep space. Enjoy a meal at
the free-standing dining room table with four chairs.RELAX on the sofa/sleeper or
the theater seats and enjoy the Entertainment center with TV and
fireplaceForward is the large bathroom with a 60" x 30" walk-in shower with a seat
and skylight. There is also a sink with good sized vanity and toilet.The Master
Bedroom features a walk-around KING BED with nightstands to each side, large
wardrobe storage, and a closet with W/D prep. There is also dresser
storage.RELAX outside under the large power awning. Nice pass-through storage
compartment forward for all your gear.We are looking for people all over the
country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product
and like the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot]
com to learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers - your offer may be
accepted! Submit your offer today!You have questions? We have answers. Call us
at (941) 200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At
Pop RVs, we literally sell thousands of units every year all over the country. Call
(855) 273-7188 and we'll get started selling your RV today.

Basic information Year: 2018
Stock Number: 347516
VIN Number: rvusa-347516
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 34

Item address 18472, Waymart, Pennsylvania, United States
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2018 Fifth Wheel Palomino Columbus $59,300
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